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Abstract

We improve theupper boundsof certain descriptional complexitymeasuresof two typesof rewriting
mechanisms regulated by context conditions. We prove that scattered context grammars having two
context sensing productions and five nonterminals are sufficient to generate all recursively enumerable
languages andwe also show that the samepower can be reached by simple semi-conditional grammars
having 10 conditional productions with conditions of the length two or eight conditional productions
with conditions of length three. The results are based on the common idea of using the so called
Geffert normal forms for phrase structure grammars.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The general idea behind regulated rewriting with context-free grammars can be for-
mulated as follows: Given a context-free grammar, a control mechanism is added which
restricts the application of the rules in such a way that some of the derivations possible in
the usual context-free derivation process are eliminated. Thus, the generated set of words
is a subset of the original context-free language generated by the grammar without the
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control. Since these generated subsets can be noncontext-free languages, thesemechanisms
are more powerful than context-free grammars.
The need for such devices is raised by the study of phenomena occurring in several areas

of mathematics, linguistics, or even developmental biology, which cannot be described by
the capabilities of context-free languages. To study these areas, it is desirable to construct
generative mechanisms which have as many context-free-like properties as possible, but
are also able to describe the noncontext-free features of the specific languages in question.
See[1] for a discussion on the necessity of noncontext-free constructions and also[2] for
regulated rewriting in general.
A class of generative devices motivated by the ideas above use the presence/absence of

certain symbols or substrings in their current sentential forms to have additional control
over the application of their rewriting rules.
Well-known examples of this idea are scattered context grammars[8]. The productions

of these grammars are ordered sequences of context-free rewriting rules which have to be
applied in parallel on nonterminals appearing in the sentential form in the same order as
the nonterminals on the left-hand sides of the rules appear in the production sequence. If
a rule sequence contains more than one rule then the production is called context sensing.
Scattered context grammars are known to characterize recursively enumerable languages,
see[7,11,12,19].
A different way of using the sentential form to control the rule application is realized by

conditional grammars, sometimes also called grammars with regular restriction, see[5,18].
The derivations in these mechanisms are controlled by regular languages associated to the
context-free rules: The rules can only be applied to the sentential form if it belongs to the
language associated to the given rule.
A weaker restriction is used in the generative mechanisms called semi-conditional gram-

mars, see[9,17]. These are context-free grammars with a permitting and a forbidding con-
dition associated to each production. The conditions are given in the form of two words; a
production can only be used on a given sentential form if the permitting word is a subword
of the sentential form and the forbidding word is not a subword of the sentential form. Note
that semi-conditional grammars are special cases of conditional grammars, since the set
of those sentential forms which satisfy the conditions associated to a rule is a regular set.
Semi-conditional grammars are also known to generate the class of recursively enumerable
languages.
Since it has been always important to describe formal languages as concisely and eco-

nomically as possible, it is of interest to study these mechanisms from the point of view of
descriptional complexity: the number of nonterminals, the number, and the complexity of
the productions.
Scattered context grammars have been shown to generate all recursively enumerable

languages with four nonterminals in[13], with three nonterminals in[14], and then with
two context-sensing productions in[4]. In [3], a simultaneous reduction of these measures
is attempted, it is shown that any recursively enumerable language can be generated by a
scattered context grammar having seven nonterminals and five context sensing productions
or six nonterminals and six context sensing productions.
In the case of semi-conditional grammars, the complexity of productions is measured by

their degree, defined as the maximal length of the context conditions as a pair of integers,
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(i, j), wherei andj are the length of the longest permitting and the longest forbidding
word, respectively. In[17], recursively enumerable languages were characterized by semi-
conditional grammars of degree(2,1) or (1,2), while grammars of degree(1,1) without
erasing productions were shown to generate only a subclass of context-sensitive languages.
The investigation of the generative power of grammars having only permitting or only
forbidding conditions were also started, the language classes generated by grammars of
degree(1,0) or (0,1)without erasing productions were shown to be strictly included in the
class of context-sensitive languages.E0L andET 0L systems with forbidding conditions
onlyarealsostudied in[16], theyareshown togenerateany recursivelyenumerable language
with forbidding context conditions of length two.
Thestudyof semi-conditional grammars continued in[10]where simple semi-conditional

grammars were introduced. We speak of a simple semi-conditional grammar if each rule
has at most one nonempty condition, that is, no controlling context condition at all, or
either a permitting, or a forbidding one. In[10], simple semi-conditional grammars of
degree(1,2) and(2,1) were shown to be able to generate all recursively enumerable lan-
guages, but the number of rules necessary to obtain this power was unbounded. In[15],
however, the authors prove that the class of recursively enumerable languages can be char-
acterized by simple semi-conditional grammars of degree(2,1) with only 12 conditional
productions.
In the following, we continue the study of this area. First, by combining the techniques

used in[3,15], we improve the results of[3] by showing that any recursively enumerable
language can be generated with scattered context grammars having two context sensing
rules and five nonterminals. Then, by applying an improved version of the technique used
in [15], we reduce further the number of conditional productions in simple semi-conditional
grammars: We prove that ten of them are sufficient to generate all recursively enumerable
languages with grammars of degree (2,1) or eight of them are sufficient to generate all
recursively enumerable languages with grammars of degree (3,1).
The key idea of our proofs is the use of the normal form results for phrase structure

grammars byGeffert from[6] which demonstrate that any recursively enumerable language
can be generated with a finite but unbounded number of context-free rules plus a bounded
and very small number of noncontext-free productions. Thus, it is natural to study the
consequences of these normal forms from the point of view of the descriptional complexity
of rewriting mechanisms which are regulated by the use of context conditions, such as
scattered context or simple semi-conditional grammars.

2. Preliminaries and definitions

The reader is assumed to be familiar with the basic notions of formal language theory,
for details refer to[18].
LetT ∗ denote the set of all words over a finite alphabetT . If the empty word denoted byε

is not included, thenwe use the notationT +. The length of awordw ∈ T ∗ is denoted by|w|,
the number of occurrences of a symbolx ∈ T inw is denoted by|w|x , and the reverse ofw
is denoted bywR. The set of subwords of a wordw ∈ T +, {y ∈ T + |w = xyz, x, z ∈ T ∗},
is denoted bysub(w).
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A scattered context grammaris a constructG = (N, T , P, S), whereN is thenonterminal
alphabet,T is the terminal alphabet,S ∈ N is the start symbol, andP is a set of productions
of the form(X1, . . . , Xn) → (�1, . . . , �n), wheren�1,Xi ∈ N , �i ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, 1� i�n.
If n�2, then the production is calledcontext sensing.
We say thatx ∈ (N ∪ T )+ directly derivesy ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ according to the rule

(X1, . . . , Xn) → (�1, . . . , �n) ∈ P , denoted byx ⇒ y, if x can be written asx =
x1X1x2 . . . xnXnxn+1 with xi ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, 1� i�n+ 1, andy = x1�1x2 . . . xn�nxn+1.
The language generated by a scattered context grammarG is the setL(G) = {w ∈

T ∗ | S ⇒∗ w}, where⇒∗ denotes the reflexive and transitive closure of⇒.
A semi-conditional grammaris a constructG = (N, T , P, S)with nonterminal alphabet

N , terminal alphabetT , a start symbolS ∈ N , and a set of productions of the form(X →
�, u, v) with X ∈ N , � ∈ (N ∪ T )∗, andu, v ∈ (N ∪ T )+ ∪ {0}, where 0�∈ (N ∪ T ) is a
special symbol. Ifu �= 0 orv �= 0, then the production is said to beconditional.
A semi-conditional grammarG hasdegree(i, j) if for all productions(X → �, u, v),

u �= 0 implies|u|� i andv �= 0 implies|v|�j .
We say thatx ∈ (N ∪ T )+ directly derivesy ∈ (N ∪ T )∗ according to the rule(X →

�, u, v) ∈ P , denoted byx ⇒ y, if x = x1Xx2, y = x1�x2 for somex1, x2 ∈ (N ∪ T )∗
and furthermoreu �= 0 implies thatu ∈ sub(x) andv �= 0 implies thatv �∈ sub(x).
If we denote the reflexive and transitive closure of⇒ by⇒∗, then the language generated

by a semi-conditional grammarG isL(G) = {w ∈ T ∗|S ⇒∗ w}.
We speak of asimple semi-conditional grammarif each production has at most one

nonempty condition, that is, ifG = (N, T , P, S) is a simple semi-conditional grammar,
then(X → �, u, v) ∈ P implies 0∈ {u, v}.

3. The descriptional complexity of scattered context grammars

Before proceeding to our argument, we need a normal form result from[6] stating that
if L ⊆ T ∗ is a recursively enumerable language, thenL can be generated by a grammar

G = (N, T , P ∪ {AB → ε, CD → ε}, S),
such thatN = {S, S′, A, B,C,D} andP contains only context-free productions. Further-
more, the context-free rules ofG are of the form

S → zSx, wherez ∈ {A,C}∗, x ∈ T ,

S → S′,
S′ → uS′v, whereu ∈ {A,C}∗, v ∈ {B,D}∗,
S′ → ε.

Considering the rules above, we can distinguish three phases in the generation of a terminal
wordx1 . . . xn, xi ∈ T , 1� i�n.
(1) S ⇒∗ zn . . . z1Sx1 . . . xn ⇒ zn . . . z1S

′x1 . . . xn,
wherezi ∈ {A,C}∗,1� i�n.

(2) zn . . . z1S′x1 . . . xn ⇒∗ zn . . . z1um . . . u1S
′v1 . . . vmx1 . . . xn ⇒

zn . . . z1um . . . u1v1 . . . vmx1 . . . xn,
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whereuj ∈ {A,C}∗, vj ∈ {B,D}∗,1�j�m. Now the terminal stringx1 . . . xn is
generated byG if and only if usingAB → ε andCD → ε the substringzn . . . z1um . . .

u1v1 . . . vm can be erased.
(3) zn . . . z1um . . . u1v1 . . . vmx1 . . . xn ⇒∗ x1 . . . xn.
This canbesuccessful if andonly ifzn . . . z1um . . . u1 = g(v1 . . . vm)

R,whereg : {B,D} →
{A,C} is a morphism withg(B) = A andg(D) = C.
We will refer to the three stages of a derivation of a grammar in the normal form above

as thefirst, thesecond, and thethird phase.
Nowwe state our first result concerning the descriptional complexity of scattered context

grammars which considerably improves the bounds presented in[3]. We keep the number
of context sensing rules at the currently knownminimumof two and at the same time reduce
the number of necessary nonterminals to five.

Theorem 1. Every recursively enumerable language can be generated by a scattered con-
text grammar with not more than two context sensing productions and five or less nonter-
minals.

Proof. LetL ⊆ T ∗ be a recursively enumerable language generated by the grammar

G = (N, T , P ∪ {AB → ε, CD → ε}, S),
such thatN = {S, S′A,B,C,D}andP containsonly context-freeproductions, asdescribed
above. Let us construct a scattered context grammar

G′ = (N ′, T , P ′, S),

whereN ′ = {S, S′,0,1,$},
P ′ = {(S) → (h(z)Sx) | S → zSx ∈ P, z ∈ {A,C}∗, x ∈ T }

∪{(S) → (S′)}
∪{(S′) → (h(u)S′h(v)) | S′ → uS′v ∈ P, u ∈ {A,C}∗, v ∈ {B,D}∗}
∪{(S′) → ($$), ($) → (ε)}
∪{(0,$,$,0) → ($, ε, ε,$), (1,$,$,1) → ($, ε, ε,$)},

andh : {A,B,C,D}∗ → {0,1}∗ is a morphism defined ash(A) = h(B) = 101,h(C) =
h(D) = 1001.
The idea behind this grammar is to generate encodings of the sentential forms produced

by the first two phases of the derivations inG, strings of the formzuvw, zu ∈ {A,C}∗, v ∈
{B,D}∗, w ∈ T ∗ such that the substring over{A,B,C,D} is encoded using the nontermi-
nals 0 and 1 to the stringh(zu)$$h(v)w and then to simulate the third phase of the derivation
by erasingh(zu)$$h(v) if and only if h(zu) is equal to the reverse ofh(v), that is, if and
only if w ∈ L.
By observing the productions it is clear that the first two phases of the derivation ofG

producingzuvw (z, u, v,w as above) can be simulated byG′ producing the encoded string
h(zu)$$h(v)w and ifh(zu) is equal to the reverse ofh(v), thenh(zu)$$h(v) can be erased
using the context sensing rules(0,$,$,0) → ($, ε, ε,$) and (1,$,$,1) → ($, ε, ε,$)
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which also check the equality ofh(zu) andh(v)R and then the rule($) → (ε) to erase the
markers.
Now we show thatG′ can only generate terminal strings which can also be generated by

G. Derivations ofG′ start with

S ⇒∗ h(z)Sw ⇒ h(z)S′w ⇒∗ h(zu)S′h(v)w ⇒ h(zu)$$h(v)w,

wherezu ∈ {A,C}∗, v ∈ {B,D}∗, w ∈ T ∗.
Now the derivation can continue with the application of rules to delete $ or one of the two

context sensing erasing rules(0,$,$,0) → ($, ε, ε,$), (1,$,$,1) → ($, ε, ε,$). Note that
if a $marker is deletedwhen there are other nonterminals present, then the derivation cannot
be successfully finished. Note also, that if a nonterminal 0 or 1 is placed between the two $
markers, then it cannot be eliminated, thus, the derivation cannot be successfully finished.
This means that the context sensing erasing productions can only be applied to delete those
two occurrences of 0s or 1s which appear directly before and after the $$ markers.
By the considerations above,h(zu)$$h(v) can only be erased with the context sensing

productions ifh(zu) is identical to the reverse ofh(v), thus, if and only if the stringzuv
can be erased with the rulesAB → ε andCD → ε ofG, that is, if and only ifw ∈ L. �

4. The number of conditional productions of simple semi-conditional grammars

In [15] the authors show that an erasing rule of the formXY → ε (X andY being two
nonterminals) can be simulated by six conditional productions of a simple semi-conditional
grammar, thus, to simulate a grammar in the normal form above, simple semi-conditional
grammars with 12 conditional productions are sufficient. The proofs of our results follow a
similar line of reasoning, but we use another normal form given also in[6]. As shown there,
it is not difficult to see that if we encode the nonterminalA toXY , the nonterminalB toZ,
the nonterminalC to X, and the nonterminalD to YZ, then one erasing rule of the form
XYZ → ε is sufficient to have the same effect asAB → ε andCD → ε together.
Thus, all recursively enumerable languagesL ⊆ T ∗ can be generated by a grammar

G = (N, T , P ∪ {ABC → ε}, S),
such thatN = {S, S′, A, B,C}, andP contains only context-free productions of the form

S → zSx, wherez ∈ {A,B}∗, x ∈ T ,

S → S′,
S′ → uS′v, whereu ∈ {A,B}∗, v ∈ {B,C}∗,
S′ → ε.

Again, three phases can be distinguished in the generation of a terminal wordx1 . . . xn, xi ∈
T , 1� i�n.
(1) S ⇒∗ zn . . . z1Sx1 . . . xn ⇒ zn . . . z1S

′x1 . . . xn,
wherezi ∈ {A,B}∗,1� i�n.

(2) zn . . . z1S′x1 . . . xn ⇒∗ zn . . . z1um . . . u1S
′v1 . . . vmx1 . . . xn ⇒

zn . . . z1um . . . u1v1 . . . vmx1 . . . xn,
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whereuj ∈ {A,B}∗, vj ∈ {B,C}∗,1�j�m, and the terminal stringx1 . . . xn is
generated byG if and only if, using the erasing ruleABC → ε, the substring
zn . . . z1um . . . u1v1 . . . vm can be deleted.

(3) zn . . . z1um . . . u1v1 . . . vmx1 . . . xn ⇒∗ x1 . . . xn.
We will refer to the three stages of a derivation of a grammar in the normal form above as
thefirst, thesecond, and thethird phase.
As it is proved in[16], all recursively enumerable languages can be generated by simple

semi-conditional grammars of degree(2,1)with 12 conditional productions. Nowwe prove
that ten productions are sufficient to reach the same power.

Theorem 2. Every recursively enumerable language can be generated by a simple semi-
conditional grammar of degree(2,1)having ten or less conditional productions.

Proof. LetL ⊆ T ∗ be a recursively enumerable language generated by the grammar

G = (N, T , P ∪ {ABC → ε}, S)
as above.
Now we constructG′, a simple semi-conditional grammar of degree(2,1) as follows:

Let

G′ = (N ′, T , P ′, S),

whereN ′ = {S, S′, A,A′, B, B ′, B ′′, C, C′, L, L′, R} and
P ′ = {(X → �,0,0) |X → � ∈ P }

∪{(A → LA′,0, L), (B → B ′,0, B ′), (C → C′R,0, R),
(A′ → ε,A′B ′,0), (C′ → ε, B ′C′,0), (B ′ → B ′′, LB ′,0),
(B ′′ → ε, B ′′R,0), (L → L′, LR,0), (R → ε, L′R,0),
(L′ → ε,0, R)}.

By observing the productions ofP ′, we can see that the terminal words generated byG can
also be generated by the simple semi-conditional grammarG′. In the following, we show
thatG′ cannot generate words that are not generated byG.
We will examine the possible derivations ofG′ starting withS and leading to a terminal

word. The first two phases of a derivation byG can be reproduced using the nonconditional
rules ofP ′, the rules of the form(X → �,0,0) whereX → � ∈ P . Since the conditional
rules do not involve the symbolsS and S′ neither on the left or right sides nor in the
conditions, if we can apply conditional rules beforeS andS′ both disappear then we can
also apply them in the same way later. According to this observation, we can assume that
the first application of a conditional rule happens when neitherS nor S′ is present in the
sentential form, that is, when the generated word is of the form

zuvw, wherez, u ∈ {A,B}∗, v ∈ {B,C}∗, w ∈ T ∗.

Now we show that the prefixzuv can be deleted by the conditional rules ofG′ if and only
if it can be deleted by the ruleABC → ε of G.
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By continuing the derivation, the application of some of the rules(A → LA′,0, L),
(B → B ′,0, B ′), or (C → C′R,0, R) can follow (one rule at most once). If these rules do
not produce any of the subwordsA′B ′ orB ′C′, the derivation cannot continue, so ifx = zu

andy = v, it is sufficient to check derivation paths starting from the strings
(1) x1LA′B ′x2yw, wherex = x1ABx2,
(2) x1LA′B ′x2y1C′Ry2w, wherex = x1ABx2, y = y1Cy2,
(3) x1LA′x2y1B ′C′Ry2w, wherex = x1Ax2, y = y1BCy2, or
(4) xy1B ′C′Ry2w, wherey = y1BCy2,
becauseA can only occur inx andC can only occur iny.
Now we show that if we continue the derivation, it either enters a blocking configuration

or after deleting one occurrence of the substringABC, we obtain a string which is either
of one of the four types above or a terminal string.
Let us follow the derivations starting with each of these strings. We first assume that the

substringLA′B ′C′R is not present in any of the above cases, that is,x2 �= ε and/ory1 �= ε.
(1) If x2 �= ε, then from the first sentential form we obtain either
• x′

1B
′x1′′LB ′′x2y′C′Ry′′w, wherex′

1Bx1
′′ = x1, y′Cy′′ = y,

• x1LB
′′�′B ′�′′C′Ry′′w, where�′B�′′ = x2y

′, �′′ �= ε, andy′Cy′′ = y,
• x1LB

′′x2y′B ′Ry′′w, wherey′BCy′′ = y, or
• x1LB

′′x2y′C′R�′B ′�′′w, where�′B�′′ = y′′, y′Cy′′ = y.
(2) If x2y1 �= ε, then from the second sentential form we obtain either
• x′

1B
′x1′′LB ′′x2y1C′Ry2w, wherex′

1Bx1
′′ = x1,

• x1LB
′′�′B ′�′′C′Ry2w, where�′B�′′ = x2y1, �′′ �= ε,

• x1LB
′′x2y′

1B
′Ry2w, wherey′

1B = y1, or
• x1LB

′′x2y1C′Ry′
2B

′y2′′w, wherey′
2By2

′′ = y2.
(3) From the third sentential form we obtain
• x1LA

′x2y1B ′Ry2w.
(4) If y1 �= ε, then from the fourth sentential form we obtain
• x1LA

′x2y1B ′Ry2w, wherex1Ax2 = x.
The derivation cannot continue from any of these sentential forms, thus, we need to have a
string of the following form:

zuvw = xyw = x1LA
′B ′C′Ry2w,

wherex = zu ∈ {A,B}∗, y = v ∈ {B,C}∗, and moreover,x1AB = x andCy2 = y

or x1A = x andBCy2 = y. In two derivation steps we might obtain the following two
strings:

x1LA
′B ′C′Ry2w ⇒2 x1LB

′′C′Ry2w, or x1LA
′B ′C′Ry2w ⇒2 x1LB

′Ry2w.

The derivation from the first string cannot be continued, so let us consider the
second possibility and follow each derivation path starting with this string. First the rule
(B ′ → B ′′, LB ′,0)must be used producingx1LB ′′Ry2w. Now observe that independently
of the substringLB ′′R. There is the possibility of rewriting oneB toB ′ in x1 or in y2, so let
us denote bȳx1 andȳ2 the strings withg(x̄1ȳ2) = x1y2 and|x̄1ȳ2|B ′ �1, whereg(B ′) = B
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andg(X) = X for all X ∈ N ′ ∪ T , X �= B. Then we might obtain:̄x1LB ′′Rȳ2w ⇒
x̄1LRȳ2w ⇒ x̄1L

′Rȳ2w ⇒
(1) x̄′

1LA
′x̄1′′L′Rȳ2w, wherex̄′

1Ax̄1
′′ = x̄1 or

(2) x̄1L′ȳ2w.
Note that these cases do not distinguish between sentential forms with differentx̄1 andȳ2
as long asg(x̄1ȳ2) = x1y2.
Consider the derivations starting from(1) by distinguishing two cases. If̄x1′′ �= B ′x̄1′′′,
then we might obtain
(1) x̄′

1LA
′x̄1′′L′Rȳ2w ⇒ x̄′

1LA
′x̄1′′L′ȳ2w ⇒

• x̄′
1LA

′x̄1′′ȳ2w,
• x̄′

1LA
′x̄1′′L′ȳ′

2C
′Rȳ2′′w ⇒ x̄′

1LA
′x̄1′′L′ȳ2′′′B ′Rȳ2′′w, whereȳ′

2 = B ′ȳ2′′′.
In the first case, we obtain a string, where theABC substring is successfully erased and
the result is either a string of one of the four forms at the beginning of the proof or the
derivation will not be able to continue. Just as in the case of the second string, in which the
derivation cannot continue.
If x̄1′′ = B ′x̄1′′′, then we might obtain in a few derivation steps
(1) x̄′

1LA
′B ′x̄1′′′L′Rȳ2w ⇒ . . . ⇒

• x̄′
1LB

′′x̄1′′′L′ȳ′
2C

′Rȳ2′′w,
• x̄′

1LB
′′x̄1′′′ȳ′

2C
′Rȳ2′′w, or

• x̄′
1LB

′′Rȳ2′′w ⇒ x̄′
1LRȳ2

′′w.
In the first two cases the derivation cannot be continued, in the third case another occurrence
of the substringABC was erased and we have a string of the same form as above.
If we consider the derivations starting from(2), we either have
(2) x̄1L′ȳ2w ⇒ x̄1ȳ2w

or we obtain a string of the form already considered under the previous case. The word
x̄1ȳ2w is either terminal, or we can obtain from it a string of one of the four forms at the
beginning of the proof, or the derivation is blocked.
We have seen that the derivations starting with the sentential formzuvw, as above, either

enter a blocking configuration or exactly one occurrence of the substringABC can be
deleted by the rules ofP ′. If we note thatP ′ contains ten conditional productions and that
the degree ofG′ is (2,1), then the proof is complete.�

Now we continue by studying one of the open problems from[15] where the authors
propose to investigate simple semi-conditional grammars having a degree different from
(2,1). In the next theorem we show that the number of conditional productions can be
decreased further if we allow permitting conditions of length three, that is, grammars of
degree (3,1).

Theorem 3. Every recursively enumerable language can be generated by a simple semi-
conditional grammar of degree(3,1)having eight or less conditional productions.

Proof. LetL ⊆ T ∗ be a recursively enumerable language generated by the grammar
G = (N, T , P ∪ {ABC → ε}, S)

as above.
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Now we constructG′, a simple semi-conditional grammar of degree(3,1) as follows:
Let

G′ = (N ′, T , P ′, S),

whereN ′ = {S, S′, A,A′, A′′, B, B ′, B ′′, C, C′, C′′} and
P ′ = {(X → �,0,0) |X → � ∈ P }

∪{(X → X′,0, X′) |X ∈ {A,B,C}}
∪{(C′ → C′′, A′B ′C′,0), (A′ → A′′, A′B ′C′′,0), (B ′ → B ′′, A′′B ′C′′,0),
(A′′ → ε,0, C′′), (C′′ → ε,0, B ′), (B ′′ → ε,0,0)}.

The first two phases of generating a terminal wordwith the grammarG can be reproduced
byG′ using the rules ofP ′, the rules of the form(X → �,0,0), X → � ∈ P . The third
phase, the application of the erasing productionABC → ε, is simulated by the additional
rules. By observing these additional rules, we can see that all words generated byG can
also be generated byG′. In the following, we show thatG′ does not generate words that
cannot be generated byG.
Let us follow the possible paths of derivation ofG′ generating a terminal word. The

derivations start withS. While the sentential form containsS or S′, it is of the formzSw or
zuS′vw, z, u, v ∈ {A,B,C,A′, B ′, C′}∗, w ∈ T ∗, where ifg(X′) = X for X ∈ {A,B,C}
and g(X) = X for all other symbols ofN ∪ T , theng(zSw) or g(zuS′vw) are valid
sentential forms ofG. Furthermore,zu contains at most one occurrence ofA′, v contains at
most one occurrence ofC′, and the whole sentential form, or to put it in another way,zuv

contains at most one occurrence ofB ′. (To see this, note the forbidding conditions on the
rules(X → X′,0, X′),X ∈ {A,B,C}.) After the ruleS′ → ε is used, we get a sentential
form zuvw with z, u, v, andw as above andg(zuvw) being a valid sentential form ofG.
Now we show thatzuv can be erased byG′ if and only if g(zuv) can be erased by

G. We do this by showing that if we start from a sentential formzuvw containing single
occurrences of each primed symbolA′, B ′, C′, then in the next atmost nine derivation steps,
the derivation either enters a blocking configuration or the three primed symbols formed a
substringA′B ′C′ which is erased and nothing else is erased. (Thus, the conditional rules of
P ′ really simulate the ruleABC → ε of P .)
If we start with a sentential formzuvw containing single occurrences of each primed

symbol, then to be able to continue the derivation these symbols must form a substring
A′B ′C′, so the sentential form must be of the formzūA′B ′C′v̄, where eitheru = ūA′B ′
andv = C′v̄ or u = ūA′ andv = B ′C′v̄.
Until B ′ does not disappear (or equivalently, untilB ′′ is not introduced), none of the eras-

ingproductionscanbeapplied, soafter thefirst useof theproduction(B ′ → B ′′, A′′B ′C′′,0)
we have a sentential form of one of the following forms:
• zūA′′B ′′C′′v̄w,
• zu1A

′u2A′′B ′′C′′v̄w, whereu1Au2 = ū,
• zūA′′B ′′C′′v1C′v2w, wherev1Cv2 = v̄, or
• zu1A

′u2A′′B ′′C′′v1C′v2w, whereu1Au2 = ū, v1Cv2 = v̄.
Now we denote byxA′′B ′′C′′yw one of the sentential forms above and observe all possible
derivations.
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The first step can be taken in four different ways:
xA′′B ′′C′′yw ⇒
(1) x1B ′x2A′′B ′′C′′yw ⇒ x1B

′x2A′′C′′yw, wherex1Bx2 = x,
(2) xA′′B ′′C′′y1B ′y2w ⇒ xA′′C′′y1B ′y2w, wherey1By2 = y,
(3) xA′′C′′yw, or
(4) xA′′B ′′yw.
In cases (1) and (2), the derivation cannot continue becauseB ′ is present, so no erasing
production can be applied and because it is impossible to haveA′B ′C′ or A′B ′C′′ as a
substring. The derivation paths starting from (3) are as follows:
(3) xA′′C′′yw ⇒
(a) x1B ′x2A′′C′′yw,
(b) xA′′C′′y1B ′y2w,
(c) xA′′yw ⇒

(i) xyw ⇒
(A) x1B ′x2yw,
(B) xy1B ′y2w,

(ii) x1B
′x2A′′yw ⇒ x1B

′x2yw,
(iii) xA′′y1B ′y2w ⇒ xy1B

′y2w,
wherex1Bx2 = x andy1By2 = y. In cases (3)(a) and (3)(b), the derivation cannot be
continued, in the sentential formsof cases (3)(c)(i)(A), (3)(c)(i)(B), (3)(c)(ii), and (3)(c)(iii),
the substringA′′B ′′C′′ is removed and they contain at most one occurrence ofA′, B ′, and
C′.
Let us now consider the derivation paths starting from (4).

(4) xA′′B ′′yw ⇒
(a) xA′′yw ⇒

(i) xyw ⇒
(A) x1B ′x2yw,
(B) xy1B ′y2w,

(ii) x1B
′x2A′′yw ⇒ x1B

′x2yw,
(iii) xA′′y1B ′y2w ⇒ xy1B

′y2w,
(b) xB ′′yw ⇒

(i) xyw ⇒
(A) x1B ′x2yw,
(B) xy1B ′y2w,

(ii) x1B
′x2B ′′yw ⇒ x1B

′x2yw,
(iii) xB ′′y1B ′y2w ⇒ xy1B

′y2w,
(c) x1B ′x2A′′B ′′yw ⇒

(i) x1B ′x2B ′′yw ⇒ x1B
′x2yw,

(ii) x1B
′x2A′′yw ⇒ x1B

′x2yw,
(d) xA′′B ′′y1B ′y2w ⇒

(i) xB ′′y1B ′y2w ⇒ xy1B
′y2w,

(ii) xA′′y1B ′y2w ⇒ xy1B
′y2w,

wherex1Bx2 = x andy1By2 = y. The substringA′′B ′′C′′ is erased from all of the strings
produced along these paths. These strings contain at most one occurrence of the symbols
A′, B ′, andC′.
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To summarize the considerations above, we can say that until the disappearance of all
double primed symbols,A′′,B ′′, andC′′, only the erasing rules and the rule(B → B ′,0, B ′)
can be applied. We can see that the derivation either enters a blocking configuration or the
substringA′B ′C′ and only this substring, is completely erased, while the resulting sentential
form again contains at most one occurrence of each primed symbol.
Thismeans that the additional conditional productions and the production(B ′′ → ε,0,0)

of P ′ correctly simulate the application of the erasing ruleABC → ε. If we note thatP ′
contains eight conditional productions and that the degree ofG′ is (3,1), then the proof is
complete. �

5. Conclusion and open problems

In the present paper, we have studied descriptional complexity measures of scattered
context grammars and simple semi-conditional grammars.
In Theorem 1, we have improved the result of[3] by showing that scattered context gram-

mars with two context sensing productions and five nonterminals generate all recursively
enumerable languages. This result is especially interesting since reducing the nonterminal
complexity usually increases the necessary amount of “context sensitivity”, but two as the
number of context sensing productions is the best bound known so far, even conjectured to
be optimal in[4].
Concerning the number of nonterminals, further reduction might be possible since the

best bound known is three[12] (with an arbitrary number of context sensing productions).
In Theorem 2, we have improved the result of[15] by showing that simple semi-

conditional grammars of degree(2,1) generate any recursively enumerable language with
not more than ten conditional productions and in Theorem 3, we have continued the investi-
gation of the area into one of the directions proposed in[15]. We have shown that allowing
longer words as context conditions may help to reduce the number of conditional pro-
ductions necessary to generate all recursively enumerable languages: we have proved that
simple semi-conditional grammars of degree(3,1) generate any recursively enumerable
language with not more than eight conditional productions.
We already know, see[17], that semi-conditional grammars (and thus, also simple semi-

conditional grammars) of degree(1,1) without erasing rules generate only a subclass of
context-sensitive languages, but we do not know what happens if we have simple semi-
conditional grammars of degree(1,1) with erasing rules.
Furthermore, concerning the number of conditional productions of any degree, the opti-

mality of our results is still to be investigated.
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